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Explosive Strength Device: Overloaded
Eccentrics-Automatically Unloading Weight
Device for max Rate of Force Development
training.
Acceleration Strength Device: Optimized Chain
Accommodating  Resistance Device to develop
max Acceleration Strength.

The Mission       What We Are and What We Are Doing

The Vision

Training/Diet Design Drive: Our System of
Applied Science provides trainers with the
tools to craft perfect training programs. Our 
 program publishing system gives them
access to the global fitness market.
Achievement App:   The component that
brings it all together. The  In-app training
program store enables users to search
trainers’ programs based on their goals. A
unique A.I. takes the program and trains
them,  and autoregulating the entire process
in real-time based on user performance.
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THE VISUALS
THE COMPONENTS OF
STRATFIT

816-738-5338

daniel@stratfit.net

Stratfit Digital: Our vision is to unite SF
science, equipment, trainers, and clients
into one functional supersystem.  Our
current MVP is a Google Workspace system
for trainers to validate the functions and
seed concepts in the market with our initial
adoption demographic.  Our scale version
will feature two main digital components-

The  Gear: We're developing the cutting-edge
equipment for peak performance.   We developed  
the devices for world-class athletic preparation,
but any SF App user can also use them to be
their best.  Our first equipment system is the
Power Training Arsenal:
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We founded StratFit with an innovative spirit and a
bold purpose: to bring theoretical training science
into the applied realm and continually develop
technologies that enable worldwide implementation.

WHO WE ARE, WHAT SETS US ABOVE

WE ARE THE APPLIED SCIENCE OF TRAINING.   Our
purpose is to ignite a technoscientific paradigm
shift that will forever change the $97.6B fitness
industry.  Our Digital Fitness Product puts the
revolutionary power of a new system of applied
science, cutting-edge training devices, and AI-
powered autoregulation in the palm of every industry
player's hands.  We're going to disrupt the industry
field so they can dominate their playing field.

Our vision is to be the system of applied science
and the predominant digital platform, and producer
cutting edge special-strengths gear for the fitness
world.


